ABOUT US

Australasian Academy of Mentoring and Coaching (AAMC) Training Group is an Australian owned, nationally Registered Training Organisation (RTO 51428) that delivers accredited and non-accredited training across a number of industries. AAMC Training has associated companies within Australia and across the globe.

Whether you are looking for your first job, a promotion, a career change, or you need extra knowledge and skills, AAMC Training can help. AAMC Training works closely with industry, employer groups and educational institutions to ensure training is both relevant and of a high standard.

AAMC Training offers flexible options for your learning, to suit busy lifestyles and preferred individual learning styles. We support the learning objectives, planning and principles of our Australian and international corporate clients, industry and students.

OUR VISION

“To be a global leader in the provision of education and training to those wishing to attain personal growth and business development.”

At AAMC Training quality is fundamental to how we do business. Our experience, knowledge, understanding and vision of the industries we support puts us ahead of the rest!

Large and small organisations trust AAMC Training to provide the professional learning services they require.

OUR SERVICE

We believe in professional and personal service:

- A diverse range of courses
- Flexible study options
- Industry experienced trainers
- Continuous professional development
- Exclusive on-site training
- Nationally accredited qualifications (where available)
- Leading technology
- International experienced team
- Dedicated account management
- We design courses to meet employer needs

This makes us a true single-source supplier of training solutions.

DELIVERY OPTIONS

Face to Face: Blended classroom tutorial sessions with a learning guide, combined with home study and online access to a learning guide and assessments.

Correspondence: Self-paced learning with a learning guide provided, in addition to online access to a learning guide and assessments.

Online: Self-paced learning via online learning guide and assessments.

Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL): Recognition of prior learning is an assessment process that involves evaluation of an individual’s relevant prior learning to determine the credit outcomes of an individual application for credit.

Enrolment into any of our courses will provide access to AAMC Training’s Learning Management System (LMS) – a free online tool providing training plans and professional development records to individuals, management and educational institutions (if required).

AAMC Training monitors training and/or assessment services provided to ensure that they comply with all aspects of the Australian VET Quality Framework and/or local required standards.

EDUCATION WITHOUT BORDERS

Due to skills shortages within a number of ASEAN countries, borders are dissolving to allow for a more mobile workforce. This results in a need to recognise each other’s training and education. AAMC Training has a focus on the New World by assisting with workforce development.

In collaboration with employers we are designing applicable education pathways, enriched with employability skills to meet each emerging nation’s skills shortage needs.
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CONTACT US

AAMC TRAINING GROUP AUSTRALIA
HEAD OFFICE:
5 /17 Foley Street Balcatta WA 6021
PO Box 513 Balcatta WA 6914
Telephone  +61 8 9344 4088
Melbourne: Suite 1, 445 Melbourne Rd, Newport VIC 3015
  Telephone  +61 3 9391 3643
Email  info@aamctraining.edu.au

AAMC TRAINING INDIA PVT LTD
Gujarat: Suite 422 Orchid Center, Opp. Safal Parisar 1, South Bopal Road, Bopal, Ahmedabad 380058, Gujarat, India
  Telephone  +91 2717 298474
Noida: 32, Fourth Floor, Stellar Edge Business Centre, Annexe Tower, Stellar IT Park, C-25, Sector-62, Noida-201309, India
  Telephone  +91 99102 81887
Email  india@aamctraining.edu.au

PT AAMC TRAINING INDONESIA
Jakarta: 26th Floor Graha Mandiri, 61 Imam Bonjol, Menteng, Central Jakarta, Indonesia
  Telephone  +62 62 851 090 9878 / +62 812 71676 988 / +62 812 912 5678
Email  indonesia@aamctraining.edu.au

AAMC TRAINING INC PHILIPPINES
Manila: Unit 24H, Fort Palm Spring, Cnr 30th St & 1st Ave, Bonifacio Global City, Taguig City, Manila, Philippines
  Telephone  +63 (0)2 831 4406 / +63 (0)917 688 5904
Email  philippines@aamctraining.edu.au

www.aamctraining.edu.au